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the greater detail the shape, the higher the level of precision that can be reached in the parts engineering. until recently, only experts in the mechanical or electronics industry have been able to work in this way without creating costly mistakes. now, thanks to the new 3d scanners and the latest software tools, anyone can make the jump to the top, thanks to the high quality and speed of the scanning process. with the new mesh2surface software, one can easily work with rhino v6 and make more precise and accurate 3d models and even perform geometry operations. on the surface, there is no difference. the power remains in the
same small partition and the new version is still priced at €259. but the smallest details are not overlooked. the new version, which should be available by the end of july, now displays the most important information in order to analyze and extract surface data. - new hierarchical tab for surface extraction analysis- the views are now on separate windows (no need to open the main window to use the views)- the surface tab also has a new tool that allows operations on the surfaces, like solids, editing faces, etc.- other views are the same as in previous version software industry pioneer kvs software has announced the release of

mesh2surface 6.09, a plug-in for rhino for use with the popular analysis platform solidworks. mesh2surface offers the world’s only “surface level” reverse engineering software, allowing solidworks users to easily extract surface data from rhino files. this release features a number of improvements to the plug-in’s functionality and usability, as well as the introduction of new surfaces and processes to the package. mesh2surface’s unique process facilitates reverse engineering and adds the capability to improve accuracy, while also improving the user experience. built on time-tested reverse engineering processes, the mesh2surface for
solidworks is the ideal choice for fast, efficient reverse engineering of surfaces in solidworks.
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mesh2surface is a easy-to-use, flexible and powerful scan-to-cad plugin developed specifically for rhino users. it allows you to reconstruct professional cad models with the guidance of 3d meshes from any 3d scanner. mesh2surface provides you with efficient tools inside your preferred cad software to generate surfaces and curves. use your scan data to
create or improve product design and get all your work done under one platform. mesh2surface has been providing customers with the easy-to-use, flexible and powerful software that allows them to apply 3d technologies to their business more efficiently and profitably, added kostadin vrantzaliev, product manager of mesh2surface. the software bundle we
cooperate with shining 3d will be standout on the market, delivering much more value at a lower cost. the mesh2surface for solidworks is an accessible scan-to-cad plug-in developed specifically for solidworks users. it allows you to reconstruct professional cad models with the guidance of 3d meshes from any 3d scanner. the mesh2surface provides you with

efficient tools inside your preferred cad software to generate surfaces and curves. use your scan data to create or improve product design and get all your work done under one platform. mesh2surface premium plugin for rhino is a useful plugin for rhino for converting 3d scanned meshes into a cad model. it has modern and latest 3d reverse engineering
modules and functions to achieve the best and accurate output and results. it makes the conversion process simple and easier. with the included real-time deviation analyser users can get better flexibility and control over their models. 5ec8ef588b
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